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THREE CONVEX SETS

MICHEL TALAGRAND1

Abstract. We construct a Choquet simplex K such that there is a universally

measurable affine function / on K, which satisfies the barycentric calculus, and is

zero on the set of extreme points, but is not identically zero. We also construct a

closed convex bounded set of a Banach space without extreme points, but such that

each point is the barycenter of a maximal measure. Finally, we construct a closed

bounded set L of /'(R) and a maximal measure on L which is supported by a weak

Baire set which contains no extreme points.

1. Introduction. Let K he a convex compact set and A(K) the space of affine

continuous functions on K. For a probability measure ¡u on K, its barycenter b^ is the

unique point in K such that for each/ G A(K), we have

(1) /(/7j=//dM.

A function /on K is said to satisfy the barycentric calculus if it is p-measurable for

each Radon measure p on K and if (1) holds. Each point of K is the barycenter of a

maximal measure p on K (see [1, 4] for references about all the claims concerning

Choquet's theory) where maximal means maximal for the order

(2) p < v « V/ convex continuous on K,   p(f)^v(f).

A maximal measure is in many respects "very close to the extreme points". For

example, it is supported by each Ka which contains the extreme points. It is hence a

natural question whether a function which satisfies the barycentric calculus is

determined by its values on the extreme points (this question is asked in [3]). In the

next section we shall construct a counterexample where Kis a Choquet simplex.

Now let F be a Banach space and A a closed convex bounded set of E. A Radon

measure p on A is said to be maximal if it is maximal for the order.

u. < v <=> V/convex continuous on A,    p(f)^v(f).

In §3, we shall construct a closed convex bounded set L in /'(R), a maximal

measure p on L, and a weak Baire set B with p(B) = 1, but such that B contains no

extreme points. So, even though L has the Radon-Nikodym property, it is very

different from a weak compact set. This construction settles a problem left open by

G. A. Edgar [2]. Also related to the work of Edgar is an example of a closed
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bounded convex set of c0(R) with no extreme points, but such that each point is the

barycenter of a maximal Radon measure. The construction of this example is

somewhat similar to the construction of the first example.

Acknowledgement. The author thanks G. A. Edgar and R. Bourgin for stimu-

lating discussions.

2. A big Choquet simplex. Let L he a compact space and A a subspace of C(L)

which contains the constants. The construction will follow by repeated use of a

constant procedure which we describe now. We denote by X the Lebesgue measure

on [0,1]. Let L' — L U L X [0,1], provided with the "porcupine" topology, i.e. the

topology given by the following subbasis of open sets:

(/} X U   for / G L, Uopen in [0,1],

VU (V\{l}) X [0,1]    for / G L, V open in L.

Let j he the canonical injection L -> L' and p: L' -» L given by p(l) = / and

P(d, t)) = I.
Let A' be the space of/' G C(L') which satisfy the following conditions:

(3) f'°J£A,

(4) V/GL,   /'(/)=//'(/, t)dX(t),

where for simplicity we write/'(/, t) instead of/'((/, /)). Let z be the injection of A in

A' given by /'(/) — f ° p.

Lemma 1. Let p be a Radon probability on L'. If p(fi) is diffuse, then p(j(L)) = 1.

Proof. If fi(L'\L) > 0, since L'\L is the union of the open sets {/} X [0,1],

there exists / G L with p({l) X [0,1]) > 0. Since p({l) X [0,1]) = {/}, it shows that

p(p)({/})>0, and proves the lemma.

We also need a condition which will ensure that A' = A(K') for a simplex K'.

Recall that K is a simplex if and only if A(K) satisfies the Riesz interpolation

property.

Definition 2. We say that A satisfies the property (*) if, given/,, f2, gx, g2 G A,

with/,, f2 < g,, g2, and given « points xx,... ,x„ G L, tx, t[,...,t2, t2 G R with

(5) Vz<«,    snp(f](xl),f2(xi))^tl<t;^inf(gx(x,),g2(xi)),

there exists « G A, /,, f2 < « < g,, g2, and V z *£ «, z, < h(x¡) < t'¡.

Lemma 3. If A satisfies (*), then A' satisfies (*).

Proof. Let/,', f2\ g[, g2 G A' with/,', f{ < g[, g2. Let e be such that inf(g[, g2) -

sup(/,\ f2) > e. Let xx,...,xnG L'. We can assume that xx,...,xmGL and

*„,+,,... ,xn G L'\L for one m < n. Let ?,, t[ G R such that

Vz < «,    sup(/,'(x,),/2'(x,)) < Z, < t[ < inf(g;(x,),g2(x,)).
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It is easily seen from the definition of the topology of L' that there is a finite set

F G L such that for / G F, and for g one of/,'./2, g\, g2, one has

(6) V/G[0,1],    |g(/)-g(/,/)|<«/10.

For / G F, let

t, = fsup(f¡(l,t),f¡(l,t))dX(y),    t¡=finf(g¡(t,t),g'2(l,t))dX(t).

Since A satisfies (*), there is an « G A such that if /,, /2, g,, g2 denote the

restrictions, respectively, of/,',/2, g¡, g2 to L, we have/, + e/4,/2 + e/4 < « < g, —

E/4, g2 - e/4 and V /.< /i, z, < «(*,) < z,'; V / G L. z, < «(/) < z;. Let F' be the

finite set of those / G L such that {/} X [0,1] contains one x¡ (m < i =£ «). For

/ G F U F' we set «'(/, z) = «(/). For / G F U F' it is easily seen that there is a

u G C([0,1]) such that

Vz G [0,1],   /,'(/, z),/2'(/, z) < «(0 < g\(l, t), g'2(l, t),

fu(t)dX(t) = h(l),

V m < /' < « such that x, = (/, a,),    /, < «(a,) < /,',

and we set «'(/, z) = w(/). It is straightforward to check that «' G A' and satisfies all

the requirements. The lemma is proved.

We now proceed to the construction. Let Í2 be the first uncountable ordinal. For

a < ß, we shall construct compact spaces La and subspaces Aa of C(La) which

satisfy (*). For ß < a, there is a map pß a from La into L^, and an injection ja ß of L^

into La, with p^ a ° jaß being the identity of Lß.

The construction goes as follows. We start with L0 = {0}, A0 = C(L0) = R.

Suppose the construction has been done for each a < y.

1st case, y is of the form a A 1. Then we set Ly — L'a, Ay = A'a. lfj: L -> U and

p: L' -> L are the natural injection and projection, for ß < a we setjyß =j°jaß

and Pßy = py a ° p. From Lemma 3, ^ satisfies (*) and the construction is com-

pleted in this case.

2«d case, y is a limit ordinal. Then Ly is the projective limit of the (La)a<y.

Mappings/ ß andpß y are defined in the obvious way. For/ G Aß, let iß(f) = f ° pß

and let Ay = U„<7 iy(Aß). All the verifications are straightforward, so the construc-

tion is completed.

Let L — La, A = Aü. Since Aa satisfies (*), A also satisfies (*). Let K = {« G A*,

« ^ 0, h(u) - 1}, where u(l) =1 V/ G L. Then, as is well known, A = A(K).

Moreover, L identifies as a subset of A^, which contains the extreme points. Since A

satisfies (*), A satisfies the Riesz interpolation property, so K is a Choquet simplex.

For simplicity, we identify each La to a subset of L, and we denote by pa the natural

projection of L onto La.

Let Ka he the closed convex hull of La.
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Lemma 4. (a) The set of extreme points ofK is E = L\ \Aß<a Lß.

(b) For a diffuse Radon probability pon L, there exists a with p(La) — 1.

(c) Each Radon probability ¡x on L can be written in a unique way, p — p' + p"

where there is an a for which p'(La) = p'(L), and p." is atomic, p"(E) = p"(L). In

particular, E is universally measurable.

(d) Let p, and p2 be probabilities on L. //p,(/) = ¡i2( f) for each f G A(K), then

p, and p2 have the same restriction to E.

Proof, (a) If a G Lß, then condition (4) shows that a is the barycenter of a copy

of Lebesgue measure on {a} X [0, 1], so a is not extremal. It follows that each

extreme point belongs to E. The converse follows from (d).

(b) Since p is diffuse, for each « there is an an < fi such that p„(p) has no atoms

of weight >n~x. If a = supa„, then pa(p) is diffuse. From Lemma 2 and by

induction one proves that for y > a we havep7(p)(/ J Ln)) = 1, so p(L„) = 1.

(c) Let p be a Radon probability on L, and a < Q such that ¡x(Kit) =

sup/3<ap(Kß). Let p' be the restriction of p to La, and p" = p — p'. We have

p'(Lß) — 0 for each ß. It follows from (b) that p' is atomic and then, of course, is

supported by E.

(d) It is enough to show that if a G F then ¡x2({a)) 3= pt({a}). Let

//= {a<ß;pa+,(a)GLa+,\La}.

If for a > ß we have a G H, we show by induction that pa(a) Gjaß(Lß), so a G Lß,

a contradiction. It follows that H is unbounded.

Let a G H. Let pa+x(a) = (/', t'), where /' G La. Consider a sequence (un) of

C([0, 1]) with / un(t)dt = 0 and u„(t) - 1 if z = /', and u„(t) - 0 otherwise. Let

/, G Aa+X be given by /„(/) = 0 for / G La, /,(/, i) = 0 if I¥= I', /,(/', t) = u„(t).

Since

/>a+l(Ml)(/,)  =Pa+\(Pl)(fn)

for each «, this forces pa+x(p2)(L t) >p^^p^l, t), i.e. p2(P«+ÁP«+\(a))) >

p,({a}). But letting a grow in // to ß, one gets p2({a}) s=p,({a}). The lemma is

proved.

For a G K, property (d) shows that we can define/(a) = p(L\E), where p is any

measure on L of barycenter a.

If a G E, we have/(a) = 0, since 8a represents a. If a G Ka, a is the barycenter of

a measure on La, so/(a) = 1.

It remains to show that / satisfies the barycentric calculus. Let c be a Radon

probability on K. The map <p from MX+(L) onto K, which sends a measure on its

barycenter, is continuous; so there is a Radon probability 6 on M]+(L) such that

v = (p(6). Let 6 be the probability on L given by

(•*) Hg) = (       P(g)d0(p)
JM\.(L)
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forgG C(L). If g G A(K), we have

g(be-) = ê(g)=fp(g)d6(p)=fg(bll)d6(p)

= fg(x)dv(x) = g(b,),

sobe-= bv.

There exist a and a countable set D G E such that 6(Ka U D) = 1. Since (**)

holds also for upper semicontinuous functions, we have p(Ka U D) = 1 f?-almost

everywhere, whence it follows that n(Ka) = fi(L\E) 6-a.e. so we have

/(*,) =/(*« ) = *(¿\£) = 0(Ka)=fp.(Ka) d6(p)

= fp(L\E)d6(p)=ff(bll)d6(p)=jfo<p(fi)d6(n).

The proof shows that / ° 9 is ¿/-measurable. It follows that / is »'-measurable and

ffo cp(ii)d6(n) = jf(x) dv(x), which finishes the proof.

Theorem 5. There exists a Choquet simplex K and an affine f on K which satisfies

the barycentric calculus, and is not identically zero, but vanishes on the extreme points.

3. A big convex set. The construction here will also use the same standard process

at each step.

We denote by K the unit disk of R2, and by X the uniform measure on the unit

circle. Then X is maximal in K, and its barycenter is zero. A point k G K will be

denoted by (k(\),k(2)).
Let A he a bounded closed convex subspace of c0(Y) with 0 G A. Let T' = T U

((1,2} X A). We consider c0(Y) as a subspace of c0(Y'). For a G A, k G K, we

define a * k by

a * k(y') — a(y)     if y' = y G T,

a * k(y') = k(n)     if y' is of the form («,a),«G(l,2},

= 0 otherwise.

Notice that a — a * 0.

We denote by A' the closed convex hull of the points a * k for a G A, k G K. We

denote by p the canonical projection of c0(r') onto c0(Y), and by pa the map from

c0(Y') to R2 given by pa(x) = (x((l, a)), x((2, a))). Notice that A = p(A').

Lemma 6. A' = (2ae/( aa a * ka; aa > 0, 2 aa « 1, ka G K).

Proof. Let p be the positive part of the unit ball of l'(A). The map <p:

P X KA -» c0(r') which sends (aa)a£A X (ka)aeA to 1aeAciaa * ku is continuous

when l\A) is provided with the w*-topology, KA with the product topology,

ll(A) X KA with the product topology and c0(Y') with the weak topology. Hence its

image is weak compact. Since it is convex it is norm closed. The claim follows.
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Lemma 7. Let fi be a maximal diffuse measure on A. Then p, seen as a measure on

A', is maximal.

Proof. Let v be a measure on Ä with v < v. Since p =p(p) < p(v), we have

p(v) = p.

Suppose, for contradiction, that v(A'\A) > 0. Since v is a Radon measure, the

intersection of a family of closed sets of full measure is of full measure. Since

A = A' n c0(r), there exists a and e such that v(U) > 0, where U = {x G A';

\\Pa(x)\\ > £}- Let v' be the normalisation of the restriction of v to U. For x G U,

x = laaa * ka,wehavepa(x) = aaka, so \\pa(x)\\ >e,soaa >e,soIh^uah< 1 - e.

It follows thatp(x) G B = ta A (1 - e)A; sop(v')(B) = 1.

Since v' « v, [2, Theorem 5-1] shows that v' is maximal. However, B\{a} is a

movable set in the sense of [2], since for b G B we have

b = \/2((yb + (1 - y)a) + (2 - y)b - (1 - y)a).

where y — (1 — 2e)/(l — e); this contradiction shows that v(A) = \, so p(i>) = v —

p.

Lemma 8. Fac/z poz«Z o/a /'.$ the barycenter of a maximal diffuse measure pi on A.

Proof. Let Xa be the image measure of À under the map Ar-»a*/c.Itisa diffuse

measure, with barycenter a. Moreover, it is straightforward from Lemma 6 to check

that each point, a * k with \\k\\ = 1, is extremal; so Xa is maximal.

We now have the tools for a first example:

Theorem 9. There exist a closed bounded convex set L o//'(R), a maximal measure

p on L, and a weak Baire set B of /'(R) which supports p but contains no extreme

points.

Proof. We make the above construction with A — K, Y — {1,2} and set L = A'.

Then Lemma 6 shows that L is a subset of lx(Y'), and since the /'-norm is finer than

the c0-norm, it is closed in /'.

From Lemma 7, the measure X on A is maximal on A'. Let / = {(«, a) G Y',

a G A, « = 1,2} and B = {x G lx(Y'); x(i) = 0, V i G I}. Then A G B,soX(B)= 1.

Moreover, B contains no extreme point since each point of a is the barycenter of the

measure Xa.

Finally, since /'(/) is a subspace of /°°, its dual is weak*-separable, so there is a

sequence yn G lx(Y')* such that B = {x; V«, y„(x) = 0}, so B is a weak Baire set.

The proof is complete.

We can now proceed to the construction of the last example. For a<Sl we

construct sets Ya, with card Ya = cardR, and closed convex sets Aa G c0(Ya) such

that for ß < a, we have Yß G Ya, and Aß G Aa (where c0(Yß) is identified to a

subspace of c0(ra)) in the following way. We set A0 = K, Y0 = N. If the construction

has been done for a, we set Ta+1 = 1^ and Aa+] — A'a. If the construction has been

done for each a < y, and y is limit, then Yy = Ua<? Ya and Ay is the closure of
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We set A = Ua<n Aa. Since each sequence in A is contained in one of the Aa, A is

closed. Let a G A. Then there is an a such that a G Aa. From Lemma 7, a is the

barycenter of a maximal probability p on A'a+X. Let v be a probability on p with

p < v. Using Lemma 6, one shows by induction over y that if py denotes the natural

projection of c0(r) onto c0(F7), then py(v) = p. It follows that v = p, so p is

maximal on A. This also shows that A has no extreme points.

Theorem 10. There is a convex bounded closed set of c0(R) which has no extreme

points, but such that each point is the barycenter of a maximal measure.
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